Things to improve in the user interface.
The bottom right button.
In some screens it is “continue” and in other screens it is “submit”. The problem is that the user gets in
the habit of simply always clicking the button at the lower right as the way to get to the next screen.
Yet the consequences of clicking that button at a time that later turns out to be the wrong time, change
immensely when the button changes to “submit”.
So the UI needs to change when the button changes. When the button becomes “submit” it needs to
change color and get bigger.

The location of the “what you can do next” buttons.
Right now on a given screen the “what you can do next” buttons are scattered all over the screen. The
user is stuck having to scan the entire screen to try to guess what is the right thing to do next.
These “what you can do next” buttons need to be clustered together.

Indeed another problem is that in several cases, the “what you can do next” button is not even a button
at all.
For example. On the “Certification” screen, the true “what you can do next” buttons are the four radio
buttons in the middle (“new application”, “existing application” etc.). Meanwhile the screen is
cluttered with four other buttons that are quite irrelevant to the user at this point (“design”, “utility”
etc.).
The “continue” button on this page is meaningless to any “person working under authority”. It is
meaningless to anybody who is trying to respond to an Office Action. It is meaningless to anybody
who is trying to view recent ack receipts.
In fact this screen should be blank except for two buttons, one labeled “I am the cert holder” and a
second one labeled “I am working under the authority of the cert holder”.
Then you need to show a new screen for “is this a new application or an existing application?”
The problem with this question is that it is unclear what you mean by “this”. I guess you mean to be
asking something like “are you filing a new application or are you wishing to file a paper in an existing
application?” In context, I guess by “this” you mean “the thing you want to file”. The problem is that
it is impossible to “file” “an existing application”.
So what really needs to be on this page is something like “what do you want to do next?” And there
needs to be nothing else on the page except four text buttons:
•
•
•
•

file a new application
file a paper in an existing applications
view my saved submission packages
view my last ten ack receipts

•

These four things should not be radio buttons at all. They should be real text buttons and there should
not be a “continue” button at all.
Only after the user presses one of these four buttons should the later questions appear.
Let me describe the design mistakes on this page in different words.
This page, as portrayed, seems to suggest that the user is supposed to click three radio buttons (one in
the top field, one in the middle field, and one in the bottom field) and then click “continue”. You, the
designer, have arbitrarily chosen three default values in these three fields. That is, you have filled in
one of the radio buttons in the top field, and one of the buttons in the middle field, and one of the
buttons in the bottom field. You have chosen the wrong default values, because nearly always some
other combination will be correct for a user. The combination you chose comes up only maybe half a
percent of the time. But more to the point you ought not to be selecting and displaying default values
on this page. There simply need to be text buttons, and the flow of this screen needs to be broken up
into two or more screens in sequence.
There is also the legally incorrect statement here that “US national stage” somehow counts as “filing a

new application”. The filer who files papers to enter the US national stage is, in fact, not filing a new
application at all.
Probably the correct thing on this page is to get rid of the “continue” text button altogether and instead
display the following text buttons:

•

file a new design application
file a new utility application
file a new provisional application

•

enter the US national stage from a PCT application (section 371)

•

file a paper in an existing application

•

view in-progress submission packages saved under this certificate

•

view recent acknowledgment receipts for filings under this certificate

•
•

These should not be radio buttons at all. They should be text buttons.

Now let's talk about what is wrong with this page. What are the “things to do next” on this page? It
turns out they are scattered all over. There is the “cancel” button near the top of the page next to “inf
any information is incorrect”. There is the “cancel” button towad the bottom. Are they the same thing?
If so, then why are there two separate “cancel” buttons on this page? Why is the first one not a button
at all, but a mere hyperlink that turns out to be a button?
There are nine buttons across the top. Are they all available to me to click at this time? No? Some of

them are not permitted at this time? If not all of them are permitted at this time, then why are they all
the same color? When a row of buttons are the same color, the message is that they are all permitted.
You need to gray out the buttons (tabs, here) that are not permitted at this time.
Now on this page you seem to have in mind that the user should not click “review” but should instead
click “upload and validate”.
But on this page as displayed, “upload and validate” makes no sense. There aren't any files to upload
or validate. The plain fact is that the “upload and validate” should be grayed out at this point.
Likewise on this page, at this point, “review” makes no sense. It should also be grayed out.
Another problem with this page it that it was designed by a designer who had a screen that was two feet
wide, and that designer forgot that not everybody has a screen that is two feet wide. On my screen
(which is a very common size of screen), this page is so wide that it has a horizontal scroll bar. That is
unacceptable. I cannot even see the most important thing on this page, namely the pull-down for
“document description”. I am stuck having to scroll the page to the right just to see this all-important
pull-down.
And meanwhile the page is cluttered on the right side with all those background menu links, the ones
that nobody ever uses. If I use the right-hand “maximize” button, that still does not suffice to eliminate
the horizontal scroll bar.

Now what are the “what to do next” buttons? Are they all in one place? No. They are again scattered

all over the page. For example we seem to have not one, not two, but three different “attach files”
buttons, one that looks like a tab, one that looks like a hyperlink, and one that looks like a text button.
We have at least two different “cancel” buttons, one that looks like a hyperlink and one that looks like a
text button.
Now imagine we are on the “calculate fees” page. (You have to imagine it because the page is so big
that I cannot get a screen capture of the whole thing.) What are the “things to do next” on this page?
For example there is a “continue” button at the bottom, and a “confirm/submit” link toward the top, and
a “confirm and submit” tab at the top. Are they the same thing? It turns out they are the same thing.
Why do they contain different text?
Ah, but there are other “things to do next” also. There is “attach documents” and there is “review
documents”. And there is “application data” which as far as I can tell is the same thing as “attach
documents”. Oh, and of course there is the “cancel” button. Scattered all over the page.
What about the “receipt” tab? Can I click that? Yes, I can, but it won't do anything. Or it is not
permitted, I am not quite sure. Why is it not grayed out? If it is not permitted, it should be grayed out.
What about the “pay fees” tab? Can I click that? Yes, I can, but it won't do anything. Or it is not
permitted, I am not quite sure. Why is it not grayed out? If it is not permitted, it should be grayed out.
Oh, and another option is “save for later submission”. That needs to be a text button. It is wrong for
that to be a mere hyperlink.

Now another screen that needs to be scrapped and redesigned. I finished with my filing and I am now
trying to view my saved submissions. Presumably that is because I plan to open one of them to make

more changes, or perhaps to submit it. I certified who I was, twenty minutes ago.
So why is the screen cluttered a second time with all of this “please certify your identity” stuff? I
already certified who I was, twenty minutes ago. The system should not ask me a second time to
certify who I am.

I have now filed two or three filings. I decide to go back and look at my last ten Ack Receipts. And
what happens? The system asks me a third time to certify who I am. This makes no sense and it
wastes my time.
You need to maintain an internal state which is “filer has certified who he or she is” and when that state
is set, you need to stop demanding that the user certify who he or she is.
One of the evils of the present screen flow is that the filer who is “under authority of” will do a first
filing, and will then go back to do a second one, and the system will have defaulted to “I am the
certificate holder”. The filer will likely forget to do a second certification. Or will be annoyed at
having to do the “under authority” certification a second or third or fourth time.

